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 An effective error-correction scheme based on normalized correlation for a 
non coherent chaos communication system with no redundancy bits is 
proposed in this paper. A modified logistic map is used in the proposed 
scheme for generating two sequences, one for every data bit value, in a 
manner that the initial value of the next chaotic sequence is set by the second 
value of the present chaotic sequence of the similar symbol. This 
arrangement, thus, has the creation of successive chaotic sequences with 
identical chaotic dynamics for error correction purpose. The detection 
symbol is performed prior to correction, on the basis of the suboptimal 
receiver which anchors on the computation of the shortest distance existing 
between the received sequence and the modified logistic map’s chaotic 
trajectory. The results of the simulation reveal noticeable Eb/No 
improvement by the proposed scheme over the prior to the error- correcting 
scheme with the improvement increasing whenever there is increase in the 
number of sequence N. Prior to the error-correcting scheme when N=8, a 
gain of 1.3 dB is accomplished in Eb/No at 10-3 bit error probability. On the 
basis of normalized correlation, the most efficient point in our proposed error 
correction scheme is the absence of any redundant bits needed with minimum 
delay procedure, in contrast to earlier method that was based on suboptimal 
method detection and correction. Such performance would render the scheme 
good candidate for applications requiring high rates of data transmission. 
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For a couple of years now, chaos has attracted a great deal of attention from various scholars like 
engineers, mathematicians, and physicians [1-3]. The study trend has been transmitting from searching for 
the proofs of the existence of chaos into solicitations and thorough hypothetical research in past years [4]. 
Chaos arrangements got from a particular category of various equations are not sporadic and subtle to first 
circumstances, and it is hard to forecast their impending characters from previous annotations [5]. Because it 
is turning out that this chaotic system can be easily executed, most scholars in the systems and circuit of the 
nonlinear field have majorly been focused on creation execution concerning chaos. Chaos systems 
communications are among the attention-grabbing issues in engineering field [6-8]. Most scholars have 
concentrated on the designing of non-coherent recognitions that do not require the usage of primary signals 
(unmodulated carriers) at a receiver for demodulation. In normal system communication, classified under 
coherent recognition, primary signals require to be generated so that as they arrive at the receiver, they are 
demodulated. Therefore, the normal systems of communication are challenging when the non-coherent 
detection is applied. On the contrary, the detection applying chaos non-coherently could demodulate the data 
with the absence of primary signals because chaos and chaotic sequences possess distinct characteristics. 
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Thus, the non-coherent recognition is taken as a unique recognition approach by means of chaos. The optimal 
receiver [9] as well as DCSK (Differential chaos shift keying) [10] are famous for its systems of classic 
non-coherency. 
However, the optimal receiver suffers from complicated calculations and difficult signal detection 
when the length of chaotic sequence N becomes long. Arai et al. [11] proposed an approach of recognizing 
symbols by the computing figures of the minimal length from signals received to chaotic map i.e., suboptimal 
receiver. In place of valuating the PDF, the suboptimal receiver estimates the PDFs through determining the 
nearest length from the chaotic map to signals that were received. Apart from the application of chaos in 
modulation systems, chaos pointed out that, a number of scholars who have advanced their application in 
channel coding [12]. Majorly, the representational dynamic connected with the chaotic maps are devised as a 
criterion of error correcting. The non-redundant or redundant system based on chaotic channel coding.  
The basic idea of any error correcting method is redundancy bits, which is extra bits added to the 
data. The redundancy bits used for error detection and correction that may occur on the data transmitted, 
in the process of transmission or storage.  The redundancy bits affect the data rate of the communication 
system where the transmission rate conversely proportional with the number of redundant bits [13, 14]. 
The non-redundant approach is the finest when the transmission rate is considered whereas the redundant 
methods have got advanced performance of BER. However, the previous works use non-redundant correction 
depend on the suboptimal receiver, but they have a lot of delay process because the correction of each bit 
depends on all sequence. In our previous work [15], we designed a suboptimal detection with the modified 
logistic map.  In this study, the design of suboptimal receiver to realize a combined chaos based noncoherent 
modulation and non-redundant error correcting coding is proposed. The designed system uses two successive 
chaotic sequences based on the logistic map such that the string started from the second value to the end of 
the first sequence is used as to represent the string started from the first value of the next sequence if it 
represents the same bit value. This feature gives the receiver additional information not only for correct 
recovery but also for correct correction. The proposed non-redundant error correction depends on normalized 
correlation with minimum delay because the maximum delay for correcting one bit depends on previous and 
next sequences only. 
 
 
2. THE SYSTEM OVERVIEW WITH PROPOSED ERROR CORRECTING ALGORITHM 
The block diagram of the chaotic shift keying system with the suboptimal receiver is shown in 























Figure 1. The suboptimal receiver of CSK system with error correcting coding 
 
 
3. THE TRANSMITTER 
In the transmitter side, the message bits are modulated by generating a chaotic sequence from the 
chaotic map. In this work, we used a modified logistic map [15] which is one of the most straightforward 
chaotic maps, and it describes by Equation (1). 
 




− 0.25 )          ( −1 ≤  𝑋 ≤  1)                                               (1) 
 
where a is positive real constant, and it is between 0 < a ≤ 4 represent the control parameter for this map. 
The encoding architecture of CSK shows in Figure 2. When transmitted K bits through a noisy channel, for 
each data bit N sequence from identical chaotic map generates, therefore, the amount of data transmitted turn 
into K×N. For each signal block, the initial value is randomly selected for symbol "1" (x0) and "0" (y0) at the 
beginning. Afterward, the initial value for the next symbol "1" and "0" sequences will be taken from 
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the second value of the previous sequence. For example, assume N = 4 and K = 5, and the data bits are 
01101. The modulated signal vector S which is given as follows: 
 
S= (S0, S1, S2, S3, S4) 
   = (y0, y1, y2, y3, x0, x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, y4, y5, y6, y7, x8, x9, x10, x11) 
   = (s0, s1, s2, ……, s19)                                                                                              (2) 
 
where y1, the second value of the sequence for the first symbol "0", has the same value of y4, the first value 
for the sequence for the next "0", and similarly for the following values till the end of the corresponding 
symbol. i.e. (y1,y2,y3)=(y4,y5,y6). From another hand, x1, the second value of the sequence for the first symbol 
"1", has the same value of x4, the first value for the sequence for the next "1", i.e. (x1,x2,x3)=(x4,x5,x6). 
That always the next sequence is identical to the previous sequence in (N-1) values. This algorithm gives the 
receiver addition features for detection and correction as will be shown later. When the signal transmitted 
through noisy channels with a mean of zero and a variance σ2 the block signal become equal to 




Generator   “0”
Chaotic Signal 
Generator   “1”
10101
Input data
   M= (M0, M1, M2, M3, M4)
      = (y0, y1, y2, y3, x0, x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7,y4, y5, y6, y7 x8, x9, x10, x11)
      = (m0, m1, m2, m3, ….., m19)
 
 
Figure 2. The proposed CSK encoder for error correction 
 
 
4. NONCOHERENT RECEIVER WITH PROPOSED ERROR CORRECTION 
The transmitted signal blocks are recovered by the receiver from the received signal blocks while 
the information symbols demodulated it. Again, the error correction is performed by the receiver. Because we 
took the noncoherent receiver into consideration, the chaotic map utilized at the transmitter for the 
modulation is memorized by the receiver. Nonetheless, the initial value of chaos within the transmitter is 
never revealed to the receiver. The error-correcting method which we proposed is made up of the suboptimal 
detector and the error correction on the basis of chaotic dynamics. The proposed detection/error correction 
method block diagram when N=K=4 is illustrated in Figure 3. The noncoherent detection for every received 
block is, first, performed by the receiver and every symbol demodulated. We had our suboptimal noncoherent 
detection algorithm, which we introduced in [15], applied in this work. The error-correcting scheme is 
performed by the receiver after each symbol is demodulated. a description of our suboptimal detector 
operation will be made available prior to giving an explanation of the proposed error correction operation. 
 
 
Proposed Error Correction Based on 
Chaotic Dynamics
Suboptimal Detector
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5. THE SUBOPTIMAL DETECTOR 
The detection of symbols is accomplished through the computation of the shortest distance existing 
between the received signal and the chaotic map. The use of a nonlinear map in this work is for determining 
the closest map to the received point R. The computation of this distance that exists between the point R and 
the two maps is performed by obtaining the nonlinear map tangent equation and undertaking computation for 
the minimum distance from received point R= (ri, ri+1) where i = 1, 2, 3, 4…, N–1 to the point of the 






Figure 4. The calculation of minimum distance using the tangent of the nonlinear map 
 
 
The shortest distance, based on Figure 4, from the received point to the symbol’s two functions. 
Equation (3) is used in computing for "1" 
 
𝑑1  =  √(𝑥 − 𝑟1)2 + (𝑓(𝑥) − 𝑟2)2                                                     (3) 
 
where the nonlinear map function symbolized by f(x) is given by 
 
𝑓(𝑥)  =  −𝑎 ( 
𝑥2
2
− 0.25 )                                                                    (4) 
 
where a=4. Removal of the equation’s square root (3) gives 
 
𝑑1
2 = (𝑥 − 𝑟1)
2 + (𝑓(𝑥) − 𝑟2)
2                                                            (5) 
 





= 16𝑥3 + (8𝑟2 − 6)𝑥 − 2𝑟1                                                       (6) 
 
Finding the equation’s roots (6) calls for it to be equated to zero 
 
16𝑥3 + (8𝑟2 − 6)𝑥 − 2𝑟1 = 0                                                              (7) 
 
Now, trying to substitute x= (x1, x2, x3) in equation (1) as a method of finding (y1, y2, y3) and then 
finding the minimum distance for "1". Similar steps are used in finding the minimum distance for "0". The 
cumulative distance for "1" ( ∑ 𝑑1) and "0" (∑ 𝑑0) is computed by the suboptimal receiver for all the bits 
sequence. The detector makes the decision on which bit is "0" or "1" based on the shortest distance 
computed, if ∑ 𝑑0˃∑ 𝑑1, the decoding of the signal is performed as "1", and if not it, is decoded as "0".  
 
 
6. THE PROPOSED ERROR-CORRECTING METHOD 
After the demodulation of each symbol, the receiver performs the error-correcting method. The 
basic idea of the scheme is that each detected bit is partially correlated (N-1 chaotic samples out of N chaotic 
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samples that represent each bit) two times. One time with its proceeded and next zeros and other time with its 
proceeded and next ones. According to the correlation results, the correction is done depending on which 
result is maximum. If the correlation result of ones is greater than zeros it is corrected to be one, otherwise, it 
is corrected to be zero. For ease of explanation, consider the following example. Let N=4, k=5, data = 
[01101], and an error occurs at R2, then the flow of the proposed error correction method will be as shown in 
Figure 5. After the detection, the receiver arranges the received samples according to the decoded symbols 
and if an error occurs when the receiver detects symbol it uses the feature of each successive sequences is 
identical with (N -1) and use normalized correlation shown in equation (8).  
 
normalized correlation = 
∑ 𝑟(𝑛)?̂?(𝑛−1)𝑁𝑛=1
√∑ 𝑟2(𝑛) ∑ ?̂?2(𝑛)𝑁−1𝑛=0
𝑁
𝑛=1
                                     (8) 
 
In Figure 5, an error occurs at the third bit. The receiver computes the normalized correlation for (0) 
between the third sequence and previous (0) and in addition to normalized correlation for the next (0) and the 
same steps used for (1) (by using previous (1) and next (1)). If the correlation for 1 is greater than 0, it means 
that the third bit is 1 instead of 0. The receiver uses the algorithm of correction for each bit on the symbol. 
 
 
Received signals = [R0, R1, R2, R3, R4] 
Received signals = [(r00,r01,r02,r03), (r10,r11,r12,r13), (r20,r21,r22,r23), (r30,r31,r32,r33), (r40,r41,r42,r43)]
                                                                 0                           1                         0                          0                         1
 
Received signal for 1= [(r10,r11,r12,r13), (r20,r21,r22,r23), (r40,r41,r42,r43)]
                                     1                    0                    1
Normalized correlation1 = norm corr. [(r10,r11,r12,r13),(r20,r21,r22,r23)] + norm corr.[ r20,r21,r22,r23),(r40,r41,r42,r43)]
Received signal for 0 = [(r00,r01,r02,r03), (r20,r21,r22,r23), (r30,r31,r32,r33)]
                                               0                       0                     0
Normalized correlation0 = norm corr. [(r00,r01,r02,r03),(r20,r21,r22,r23)] + norm corr.[ r20,r21,r22,r23), (r30,r31,r32,r33)]
As  Normalized correlation1˃ Normalized correlation0





Figure 5. The proposed error correction method 
 
 
7. SIMULATION RESULTS 
The performance of the proposed error-correcting method has been assessed with computer 
simulations through MATLAB. The simulation parameters are as follows: within the transmitting side, we 
suppose K =32. The control parameter is set as a =4 for the modified logistic map. The chaotic sequence’s 
length per 1 bit is selected to assume the values N=4, 5, 6, 7 and 8.  Figure 6 illustrates the BER versus 
Eb/N0 with N as the parameter for the suboptimal receiver without error-correction. Figure 6 illustrates that 
at BER = 10-3, 4.2 dB gain in Eb/N0 is acquired once N = 8 over N = 4. This enhancement is referred to the 
raise of spreading factor of the chaotic signal. Nevertheless, the penalty for this enhancement is the raise in 
the intricacy of the suboptimal detection system regarding the amount of mathematical operations carried out.  
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Figure 6. BER performance for a suboptimal receiver for different value of N 
 
 
Figure 7 illustrates the BER performance versus Eb/N0 for the proposed technique as contrasted 
with the suboptimal receiver prior to the error-correcting when N = 4, 6, and 8 respectively. It may be 
observed from this figure that the enhancement within BER is enlarged as N increased. For example, 
at BER = 10-3, the attained gains within Eb/N0 for N = 4, 6, and 8 are 0.6, 1, and 1.3 dB respectively. Even 
though the gain values of the coding scheme are not high, its performance is deemed extremely good given 














Figure 7. BER performance before and after error correction (a) N=4, (b) N=6, (c) N=8 
 
 
Figure 8 shows the BER performance of the proposed system as compared with the system work 
in [12] that uses linear chaotic tent map when N=4 for both cases. From this figure, it may be observed that 
the proposed method has better performance in noisy channel. At BER = 10-3, 2.45 dB gain in Eb/N0 is 
obtained using the proposed method over the previous method. The improvement introduced by the proposed 
method is referred to the nature of the trajectory of chaotic map and the spreading factor of signal. The use of 
chaotic map with values alternating between positive and negative values acts to reduce BER in 
noisy channel. 
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One of the restriction aspects to the chaotic coding scheme is the raise of computational complexity 
regarding the amount of multiplications required. Our proposed error correcting technique enhances the delay 
parameter as contrasted with technique in [12] which as well employs suboptimal technique. Figure 9 
illustrates the computational complexity of proposed technique by means of normalized correlation about the 
amount of multiplications as contrasted with the suboptimal technique. It may be viewed in this figure that a 
considerable reduction in computations is attained using the proposed technique and this reduction rises as N 
increases. This lessening is referred to calculating the correlations linked to the earlier and next bits only 






Figure 8. BER performance for proposed method and 
method in [12] when N=4 
 
 
Figure 9. Computational complexity of chaotic 
coding scheme with N as a parameter for  




Chaotic dynamics may be used as extra information to appropriately recover the conveyed data. The 
error-correcting system does not need any redundant bit sequence given that the error correction uses the 
chaotic dynamics inherent in the conveyed signal blocks. The scheme provides enhancement in Eb/N0 over 
traditional chaotic shift keying scheme and this enhancement is augmented as the amount of the sequence is 
enlarged. The proposed error correction reduces the delay in operation as contrasted with other techniques 
since the correction delay relies just on computations linked to the earlier and next bits. The capability of the 
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